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A mprehensive report such as the Colorado Statistics of Income muld not 

have been possible without the support of many individuals. 

The Revenue Department is very grateful for the unflagging support of Mr. 

Lyle Kyle, past director of the Legislative Council. This series of reports 

has been published as Legislative Council research publications over the years. 

The conceptual seed for the Statistics of Income reprts was developed by 

Dr. Reuben Zubrow, recently retired professor emeritus at the University of 





This year's Statistics of Income reports are dedicated to Lyle and 

Reuben. Thank you for your many contributions over the years. 

Dr. George Bardwell of the University of Denver was responsible for the 





The &search and Statistics Section of the Department of &venue is also 

grateful to the many sections within the Department who contributed to this 

project. Data entry of the tax returns was under the supervision of Luella 

Zaragoza, Sally Hastings, and Cindy Nardini. The sample selection programs 

were written and maintained by Paul Magee and Lowell Psberts of the Management 

Information Services Division. Without their assistance, this project would 

have been impossible. 
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Since 1972, The Colorado Legislative Council has commissioned studies to 

report on the income tax structure of our state. This publication marks the 

eighth of this series concerning individual income taxes. 

A sample data base of over 18,000 tax returns drawn from a universe of 

over 1.4 million returps constitutes the basis for this report. From the data 

collected from each return, distributional analyses of sources of income, 

deductions, tax liability, and tax credits are presented. Estimates of 

Colorado income tax law &anges on tax collections are discussed. 

The report summarizes the distribution of household adjusted gross income 

by planning regions, major counties, and major cities in Colorado. 

The report is intended primarily for the Colorado Legislature and should 

be particularly useful to committees such as the Tax Policy Study Committee. 

It is also intended to be useful to the economist, researcher, demographer and 

planner. Inquiries regarding this report may be directed to the Research and 

Statistics Office of the Department of Revenue. 

Section 1. RECENT INCOME AND TAX TRENDS 

This section examines the relation between sources of income, adjustments 

to total income, modifications, deductions, and tax liability. 

Perhaps the most significant observation is the large increase in number 

of tax returns filed during the past year. No grmth from the previous fiscal 

year was observed in 1983 and 1.5 percent in 1984, the number of returns filed 

increased by 3.9 percent in 1985. The growth in tax returns has never tracked 

well with increases in employment levels (3.9% vs. 2.2% last year) so perhaps 

the differences can be ascribed to nm-economic reasons. The Department of 

Revenue in the past year has pursued some fairly vigorous programs in 

enforcing income tax filing. The gap between Colorado wages reported by the 

United States Bureau of Economic Analysis and wages reported on Colorado 

income tax returns narrowed during the past year. This may be considered as 

supporting evidence that the Department's programs are working. 

In any case, income reported on tax returns was up significantly during 

the past year and contributed to a healthy growth in income tax revenues. 

Tables 1-1, 1-2, a d  1-3 present the major sources of income as reported 





TABLE 1-1. MAJOR SOURCES OF INCCW3 

ON RESIDENT TAX RETURNS 

Fiscal Year 1984 

Colorado Income 
Percent of Percentase 
Number of Returns Amount Change f ;om Percentage 
Returns &porting (millions) FY 19834 Distribution 
Wage and Salaries 1,189,130 84.9 $25,712.7 9.9 80.6 
Net Property Income 923,746 66.0 $ 4,978.5 14.3 15-6 
Positive 810,003 57.8 5,968.2 7.6 18.7 
Liega t i ve 113,743 8.1 989.7 -17.0 ( 3.1) 
Business Income 227,343 16.2 $ 1,176.5 23.2 3.7 
Positive 154,426 11 .O 1,577.5 22.3 4.9 




Other Income 506,944 36.2 $ 243.4 -29.3 0.8 
Total Income 1,400,655 100.0 $31,896.0 10.4 100.0 
Wage and salary income increased 9.9 prcent to $25.7 billion in fiscal 

1985. The average wage and salary reprted increased from $20,499 to $21,623 

per return, a rise of 5.5 percent. 

Net property income consists of interest and dividends, taxable capital 

gains, rents, royalties, partnership incame, pensions, and annuities. this 

component of income grew at a rate of 14-3 percent from the prior year. 

~nteiest income grew at a 16.5% rate, dividends at 6.7% and net capital gains 

at 43%. Rents and other property incame declined by 12.3%. 

Business income continued to increase at a healthy rate of 23.2 percent 

£ran the prior year. 

Net farm income reported on Colorado income tax returns dropped to a 

negative $215.1 million from a negative $154 million the prior year. 

Other income dropped to $243.4 from $344.2 million reported the prior year. 

The sum of these income canponents totalled $31.9 billion, an increase of 

10.4 percent from the prior year. This increase is less than the 11.2 percent 

increase reported in Colorado adjusted gross income. Tables 1-2 and 1-3 

summarize the sources of income and present the adjustments, modifications, 

and deductions for the last four fiscal years. 

TABLE 1-2. HISTORICAL C@fKlmS OF COLORADO 





(Dollar Amounts in Millions) 

Fiscal Years 
Income and Deductions -1982 -1983 -1984 
Nuniber of Returns 

Wages 
Dividend & Interest 
Capital Gains 











Less: Federal Adjustment 




Mcdi f ications 

Equals: Colorado AGI 

Less: Itemized Deductions 

















Federal adjustments to total income formerly consisted largely of 
allowable business deductions. These adjustments have g r m  rapidly 
(currently at $1.336 billion) because of t m  changes in federal tax law. The 
first of these is the deduction taken for payments to individual retirement 
accounts (IRA'S). Data from the sample indicate that these contributions 
amounted to $588 million durihg fiscal year 1985. The second federal 
adjustment is the deduction allowed to t earner households. These 
households are allowed to deduct ten percent of the smaller income up to a 
maximum of $3,000. This benefit is designed to reduce the "marriage penalty" 
inherent in the federal tax rate structure. This deduction accounted for $303 
million on tax returns filed during fiscal year 1985. Colorado now adds this 
adjustment back to federal adjusted gross income (we had not done so for the 
prior two years of the tm-earner credit) as the "marriage penalty" does not 
exist within Colorado's tax structure. 
Federal adjusted income is simply total income minus federal adjustments. 

It amounted to $30.6 billion during fiscal year 1985, an increase of 10.3 

percent from the prior year. 

Colorado mifications consist of adjustments to federal adjusted gross 
income specifically allawed by Colorado's statutes. The net adjustments 
munted to $1.428 billion. Key components include additions of PERA ($67.9 
million) and the two-earner deduction allowed at the federal level ($303 
million), and subtractions of U.S. government interest ($175.4 million), the 
pension and annuity income exclusion ($1,087.9 million), the child care 
expense ($168.6 million), the Colorado interest exclusion ($161.0 million), 
and the Colorado dividend exclusion ($28.2 million) . 
TABLE 1-3. HIS'IDRICAL C a M P O ~ SOF 03LORADO 
X I  m DERI~TION OF TA)(ABLE IN(X;IME 
Resident &turns 
Percent Change from Prior Year 
Fiscal Years 

Income and Eeductions 1983/82 1984/83 1985/84 

Nurciber of Returns 

Wages 
Dividend & Interest 
Capital Gains 











Less: Federal Mjustment 







Equals: Colorado X I  















Colorado adjusted gross income is the difference between federal X I  and 

Colorado modifications (for purposes of this report, Colorado AGI is 

considered to be equal to zero when it is negative). Colorado X I  forms the 

basis on which all income distributions are presented. It grew at a slightly 

faster rate (11.2 percent) than total income as the additional modification of 





Colorado deductions consist of an exemption allowance, an itemized or a 

standard deduction, and the federal income tax deduction. The personal 

exemption is granted to each taxpayer and to his or her dependents. 

Additional exemptions are granted to taxpayers age 65 or over, to taxpayers 

who are blind, and to dependents who are retarded. The basic exemption 

allowance was $1,200 on 1984 tax year returns. A total of 3,282,468 

exemptions for a value of $3.837 billion was claimed on resident returns. 

This represents an increase of 4.5 percent 

A taxpayer m y  claim either a standard deduction or itemized deductions. 

The basic value of the standard deduction was $1,420 during the past year. It 

was claimed by 706,000 taxpayers for a total value of $958 million. There was 

a decline of rcughly 10,000 returns utilizing the standard deduction 

indicating a continuation of the trend to the use of itemized deductions. 

Itemized deductions consist of medical expenses (beyond a threshold 

level), state and local taxes, interest expenses, charitable contributions, 

and miscellaneous deductions. Itemized deductions claimed on returns filed 





Colorado taxable income is the result of subtracting these deductions from 

Colorado adjusted gross income. It is calculated as zero when deductions 

exceed Colorado adjusted gross income. Taxable income on returns filed last 

year totalled $15.924 billion. 

Colorado tax liability is defined in two ways in this report. Gross 

normal tax liability is the result of applying the tax structure to taxable 

income (rate times base). Net normal tax liability is gross normal tax 

liability minus tax credits (rate times base minus credits). The latter 

concept is used mst frequently in this report. Gross normal tax was $867.3 

million on resident tax returns. Net normal tax was $828.8 million. These 

figures show substantial growth from the prior year but much of the growth 

resulted from the removal of a 1/2% tax credit built into Colorado's tax 

structure since 1963. A discussion of the impact of this revenue-raising 

measure can be found in Section 111. 

Section 11. DISTRIBUTION BY I N W  CLASSES 
AND PRCGRESSIVITY OF THE TAX STRUCIWE 
Table 11-1 shows the distribution of the number of returns and adjusted 

gross income by fixed income classes for the last three years. As expected 

with increasing incomes, a higher share of total reported AGI is assumed by 

higher income classes over time. This is a natural result of having more 

taxpayers mve up through the income brackets. 

TABLE 11-1. PEWJENT DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDENT 

TAX RETURNS AND SHARE OF TOTAL AWUSTED 

GROSS INO3lE EX MAJOR INCGME CLASSES 

Fiscal Years 1983, 1984, 1985 

Adjusted Gross Number of Returns Pdjusted Gross Income 
Income Classes 1983 1984 1985 1983 -1984 1985 
Under $ 5,000 23.7 22.8 22.1 2.6 2.4 2.2 
$ 5,000 to $15,000 29.3 28.7 27.7 14.8 14.0 12.6 
$15,000 to $25,000 19.5 19.2 18.7 20.1 19.1 17.4 
$25,000 to $50,000 22.7 23.6 24.3 40.9 41.3 40.1 
$50,000 and over 4.9 5.7 7.2 21.6 23.2 27.7 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Table 11-2 presents a percentile analysis of 4 key concepts: adjusted 

gross income, gross normal tax, net normal tax, and federal income tax. 

Percentile analysis is used to show the relative burdens assumed by different 

segments of the population. In this case, taxpayers have been divided into 

four groups of equal number (quartiles) on the basis of the magnitude of their 

adjusted gross income. 

TABLE 11-2. C]UAlU'ILE ANALYSIS OF RESIDENT RCIUIWS 

X I ,  GW36S NOIF.IAL TAX, NET NOEM% TAX, AND FFDERAL IN(?OEIE TAX 

Fiscal Years 1983, 1984, 1985 

(Dollar Anounts in Millions) 



























Percentage C h q e  

There were not any large shifts from last year. Perhaps the most 

significant observation mncerns quartile four's share of adjusted gross 

income. It has increased 6/10 of one percent, while its share of gross normal 

tax has dropped 5/10 of one percent. This is due to a more rapid growth of 

deductions from adjusted gross income to arrive at taxable income. 

Last year, the absolute amount of federal income tax paid for each 

quartile dropped. This was a result of the reduction in tax rates brought 

about by The Economic Recovery Act of 1981. Rates were also reduced in 1984 

but not as drastically as in the prior three years. Therefore, the growth in 

income during the past year overcame the rate reductions to generate an 

increase in federal tax paid by Colorado residents. 

Colorado's tax rate structure during the past year ranged from 3 percent 

to 8 percent. During the prior year, this range was from 2.5 percent to 8 

percent. The difference is the result of removing a 0.5 percent rate credit 

in effect for the first 9 of Colorado's 11 tax brackets. Although the last 

two brackets did not experience an increase in marginal tax rate, their total 

tax liability was increased because the increases in the lower brackets are 

cumulative throughout the rate structure. The large percentage increases in 

gross normal tax observed in Table 11-2 are the result of this tax law 

change. It will be discussed in greater length in Section 111. 

A progressive rate structure exists when higher levels of income are taxed 

at higher rates. A regressive rate structure exists when higher levels of 

income are taxed at lower rates. A proportional or flat rate structure taxes 

all income at the same rate. Because Colorado's tax rate schedule varies from 

3 percent to 8 percent based upon magnitude of income, it has a progressive 

structure. Obviously, the level of deductions claid can affect the 

effective level of progressivity in a tax system. For example, higher income 

taxpayers tend to claim substantially higher levels of deductions which may 

reduce their taxable incomes to levels below that which the 8 percent rate 





The progressivity of Colorado's tax structure may be further observed by 

extracting data £ran tthe quartile analysis of Table 11-2 and adding another 

factor, taxable income. Table 11-3 shows both gross normal tax and net normal 

tax as a percentage of adjusted gross income and taxable income. The average 

effective tax rate using gross normal tax as a percentage of taxable income 

increases from 3.12 percent in the first quartile to 6.0 percent in the last 

quartile. This progressivity remains but is reduced slightly when net normal 





TABLE 11-3. GROGS AND NGT N O W  TAX= A 

PERCENTAGE OF TWO INCCNE MEASURES 

Fiscal Year 1985 

Percentage of Percentage of 

Adjusted Gross Income Taxable Income 

Gross Net Gross Net 

Normal Normal Noml Normal 











Section 111. IMPACT OF TAX LAW CHANGES 

Due to the impetus of burgeoning surpluses in state revenues during the 

late seventies, Colorado could afford to enact a number of tax reduction 

measures; however, more recently, Colorado has faced deficit situations. In 

1983, the state legislature took several steps to increase revenues. These 





In 1978, Colorado became the first state to adopt indexation. This was a 
move designed to stop or slcw tax bracket creep -- the prqression into higher 
tax brackets as incomes increased to keep up with the high rates of inflation 
at the time. Colorado has indexed its personal exemption, standard deduction, 
and rate brackets. The levels of indexation since 1978 are shown in Table 
111-1. 
TABLE 111-1. LEVELS OF STANDARD DEDUCTION, 





Tax Indexing Standard Personal Bracket Bracket 

Year Factor a/ Deduct ion Ekempt ion Size Range b/ 

Annual indexing factors are presented. Compounded rates are: 1979, 

1.1342; 1980, 1.2363; 1981, 1.3352; and 1982 through 1984, 1.4153. 





-c/ 1977 was prior to indexation. It is given for comparison purposes. 
-d/ The 1984 values for the standard deduction, personal exemption, and rate 
bracket size differ from the 1983 values as these amounts are now required 
to be rounded to the nearest $10. 
The fiscal impacts of indexation will be presented in two ways. First, 

the cumulative impacts of indexation over time are presented in Table 111-2. 

Second, the legislature has exercised the option of altering the level of 

indexation from a statutory six percent. The impacts of these deviations for 

each of the years is presented in Table 111-3. 

TABLE 111-2. IMPACT OF INDEXATION ON 
03LQRADO INDIVIWAL 1- TAX LIABILITY 
(Millions of Dollars) 
Normal Tax Estimated Normal 
Tax Liabi 1 ity With Tax Liability 
Year Indexing Without Indexing Difference 
Table 111-2 shaws that Colorado taxpayers have received tax reductions 

amounting to $731.2 million over the 7 years that indexing has been in 

effect. This is a reduction of 14.5 percent from the estimated unindexed tax 

liability during this perid. Indexation's impact has continued to graw even 

though the indexation factor has not been increased recently because the 

impacts are cumulative over time. 

Table 111-3 shms the impact of legislative decisions to either increase 

or decrease the indexation factor from 6 percent. The state legislature may 

set the factor at whatever rate it desires but state budgeteers use it as a 

guideline in providing revenue estimates. Any changes from the 6 percent 

factor have thus historically been viewed as increases or decreases from the 

state budget. The "per percentage pint" value of indexation has increased 

from $3.0 million in 1979 to $4.7 million in 1984. It increases due to a 

larger number of returns and the movement through the tax brackets. 

TABLE 111-3. IMPACTS OF DEVIATING 

F a SIX PERCENT INDEXING 

Tax ktual Impact 

-Year Indexation Factor (Decrease1/increase 
($ 3.0 million) 
($10.4 million) 





Table 111-4 presents the value of tax reductions attributable to 

indexation by major income class. Indexation is clearly mre beneficial to 

lower income taxpayers. As such, it maintains and increases the progressivity 

of Colorado's tax structure. 

TABLE 111-4. TAX REWCI'IONS 

ATTRIBUTAI3I.E TO LNL>EXATION 

Fiscal Year 1985 

(Thousands of bllars) 

Unindexed Percentage Benefit 
Adjusted Gross Gross Normal Tax Due To 
Income Classes Tax Liability Reduct ion Indexation 
Under $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 to $15,000 
$15,000 to $25,000 
$25,000 to $50,000 
$50,000 and over 
TOTAL 
B. INCOME TAX CREDITS 
A number of tax credits have been enacted since 1979. They have been 

designed to provide tax relief to Colorado taxpayers and/or to help stimulate 

particular sectors of our economy. The legislature, in late 1983, repealed a 

long-standing tax credit in order to stave off an impending budget crisis. 

The impcts of the credits enacted in the past 5 years which reduced state 

revenues are presented in Table 111-5. 

TABLE 111-5. COIDRADO INDIVIDUAL 

INCOME TAX CREDITS, ALL RGMWS 





-1981 1982 1983 1984 -1985 
A. Money Arraounts in Thousands 

















* Less than $50,000 
A general tax credit of 103, 203, and 16% against normal tax liability was 
in effect for tax years 1979 through 1981. The amounts which have been 
claimd since that time represent claims filed on delinquent and amended 
returns. 
Colorado's energy credit was first effective for the 1980 tax year. It 
follmed the federal tax credit in form and was intended to help energy 
consumers to reduce both their short and long term energy expenditures in an 
era of rising energy costs and to stimulate the infant energy conservation 
industry. A tax credit of 20 percent of the first $2,000 of energy 
conservation expenditures and a tax credit of 30 percent of the first $10,000 
of expenditures for renewable energy (generally solar ) property made up this 
program. The credits could be claimed for expenditures made through 1985. 
These credits totaled $22.8 million in fiscal year 1985. Because the amount 
of credit claimed is limited to the amount of tax liability, the unused credit 
may be carried forward to future years. Of the $22.8 million claimed during 
the past fiscal year, an estimated $13.1 million had been carried over from 
prior tax years. It is estimated that there is at least an estimated $10.9 
million to be claimed in future tax years. This should be considered to be a 
future liability of the state. 
The investment credit is intended to encourage private investment in new 

income producing assets in Colorado. Since 1979, this credit has been set as 

a percentage of the federal investment credit. Colorado individual taxpayers 

claimed $8.1 million for this credit during the recent fiscal year. 

The inventory tax credit was intended to offset the property tax assessed 

on inventories by local governments. This property tax is no longer 

effective, yet $200,000 was claimed as a credit on delinquent returns and 

returns filed with an extension. 

I'he heat credit was designed to off set the high cost of home heating for 

Colorado elderly and disabled citizens meeting certain income limitations. 

These taxpayers received $4.4 million during the past year. The benefits have 

keen declining over the last several years as incomes have risen which reduces 

eligibility a d  the allowable benefits. 

How these tax credits have affected the progressivity of Colorado's tax 

structure has been documented in prior year reports of this series, so it will 

not be discussed again. 

A tax credit which had been built into the statutory rate structure since 
1963 was repealed effective with the 1984 tax year. This credit had the 
effect of reducing the tax rates by 1/2% in the first 9 taxable income 
brackets. As these impacts are cumulative through the brackets, the last two 
taxable income brackets also experience increased taxes. As a result of this 
law change, the tax rates range from 3 to 8 percent rather than 2 1/2 to 8 
percent. The beginning tax for the last bracket is $742.75 rather than 
$679.65 under the old tax rate structure yielding a maximum increase of $63.10 

per taxpayer. The repeal of this tax credit yielded $59.5 million to the 

state treasury during fiscal year 1985. Table 111-6 shows the impact of this 

increase by major income class. 

TABLE 111-6. IMPACT OF THE REPEAL OF 
THE 1/2 PERCENT CREDIT, ALL RFIURNS 
(Dollar Amunts in Thousands) 
Number of Tax Tax Average 
Adjusted Gross Taxable With New With Old Average Percentage 
Income Class Returns Rates Rates Increase Increase 
Less than $ 5,000 121,857 
$ 5,000 - $15,000 353,141 
$15,000 - $25,000 258,084 
$25,000 - $50,000 340,382 
$50,000 and over 100,720 
1,174,184 
As can be seen, the average impact of repeal of the 112 percent credit 

ranged from $5, in the lowest category, to $96 in the highest income bracket. 

At the same time, the average percentage increase was largest in the lowest 

income class (19.4 percent) and smallest (3.4 prcent) in the highest 

stratum. This tax legislation lessened the progressivity of Colorado's tax 

structure as it had existed for over 20 years. tbwever, one might argue that 

it was merely a return to the intended progressivity of the 3 percent to 8 

percent tax rate structure that was originally passed by the state legislature. 

In any case, the tax increase was one which affects the widest 

constituency possible and raises a relatively large m u n t  of revenue. 

C. CYI'HER TAX REDUCI'ION MEASURES 
Four additional tax law changes have affected the taxable income base, 

i.e., they have increased deductions from total income or adjusted gross 

income and thus have the impact of reducing taxable income. 

For years, debate has existed over the taxation of interest income and its 

effect on savings. Beginning in 1980, Colorado has exempted from taxation the 

first $200 of interest income per individual to provide some incentive for 

saving. A similar exemption exists for dividend earnings. This d if ication 

reduced tax liability for taxpayers by $10.9 million in fiscal year 1985. The 





Colorado allows taxpayers to itemize their deductions on the state tax 

return even if they did not do so on the federal return. A large difference 

between the state standard deduction ($1,420) and the federal zero bracket 

amount ($2,300 for single taxpayers and $3,400 for married taxpayers) prompted 

this change. This benefit reduced tax liabilities by $2.0 million for an 

estimated 47,000 taxpayers. 

A low income allowance was built into Colorado's standard deduction prior 

to 1980. This had the impact of limiting the standard deduction for many 

taxpayers below the $1,000 maximum. Repeal of the low income allowance 

feature gave a fixed standard deduction to all taxpayers using this 

deduction. Colorado' s taxpayers benefited by $7.5 million from this feature. 

Colorado's basic personal exemption was raised to $850 from $750 effective 

with the 1978 tax year. Thxpayer's gained $22.7 million from this feature in 

fiscal year 1985. 

TABLE 111-7. OF 'TIE FISCAL I%iF'ACC 

OF OTHER TAX REWcrION MEASURES 

Fiscal Years 1981-1985 









Exclusion $ 8.0 L/ $ 2.3 $ 6.8 $ 7.7 $10.9 
Optional Itemization 3.5 -1/ 2.4 1.9 6.2 2.0 
L o w  Income Allowance 5.0 A! 6.3 6.3 6.0 7.5 
Personal Ehemption 17.2 1! 18.7 18.9 19.5 22.7 
TWI'AL $33.7 $29.7 $33.9 $39.4 $43.1 
-1/ Estimated 
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with Populations over 20,000 . . . . . . . . 
Resident Returns - Classified by Cities with Populations 
over20,OOO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
TABLE 1. CCBI)RADO INDMIXIAL IN(MME TAX 
ADJUSl'Bl G F S S  INCCME mIFPIL TAX AND FEDERAL IllCW3 TAX 







Number Adjusted Gross 
Adjusted Gross of Groes Normal 
Income Classes Returns Inmne Tax 
A. Wmey amunts in thareande of dollars: 
All Returns 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3.000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10.000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$100,000 and wer 13,787 2,769,007 103,479 
W r A L g  1,430,676 $29,952,580 $876,614 
Taxable Returns 
Vnder $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5.000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 87,072 5,529,907 
$100,000 and over 13,648 2,730,198 
TmAL  51 1,174,184 $29,122,278 
Nontaxable Returns 256,492 $ 830,302 --- 
B. Percentage Distribution: 
All Returns 
Vnder $ 3.000 15.4 0.9 0.1 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
lwmL g/ 
Taxable Returns 
Vnder $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000-$10,000 
$ l0,OOO - $ 15,000 
$ 15.000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100.000 
$100 000 and over 
-g 
Nontaxable returns as 
Percent of All Returns 17.9 
Less than .05 percent. 
4 Full-year, partyear, and non-resident returns. 
b/ In all tables, net normal tax equals gross norm1 tax (base x rate) less taxable credits. 
c/ In all tables, the total m y  not equal sum of item because of rounding. - 
TABLE 2. CXj3RACO INDIVIWAL LN- TAX 
NLL-YFAR RESIDENT REmJRNs 
FISCAL 1985 
Number M justed Gross Net Federal 
Pd juited Gross of Gross Normal Normal Income 
Income Classes Returns Income Tax Tax Tax 
All Returns 
Under $ 3.000 
$ 3,000 - $ S;OOO 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ l0,OOO - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
Taxable Returns 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100.000 




Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ l0,ooo - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
Taxable Returns 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
Nontaxable returns as 
Percent of All kturns 
mney amounts in thousands of dollars: 
9. Percentage Distribution: 
Less than .05 percent. 
TABLE 3. alLORADO INDIVIDUAL IN- TAX 

PART-YEAR RESIDW REISlR4.5 




















trbney amounts i n  thousands of dol lars :  
A l l  Returns 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50.000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and w e r  
TOTAL 
Taxable Returns 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and w e r  
TOTAL 
Nontaxable Returns 
B. Percentage Distribution: 
A l l  Returns 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and w e r  
m A L  
Taxable Returns 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and w e r  
TOTAL 
Nontaxable returns a s  
Percent of A l l  Returns 























Wney amounts i n  thousands of dol lars :  
All Returns 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ l0,OOO - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
m A L  
Taxable Returns 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
m A L  
Nontaxable Returns 
B. Percentage Distribution: 
All Returns 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3.000 - $ 5,000.  
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ l0,OOO - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
m A L  
Taxable Returns 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
Nontaxable returns a s  
Percent of A l l  Returns 
Number Pd jutted Gross Net Federal 
Pd justed Gross of G r o s s  No& Nornral Inmne 
Incane Classes &turns 1- Tax Tax Tax 
b e y amunts in  thousands of dollars: 
All Returns 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and wer 
T d A L  
Taxable Returns 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100.000 and over 
m 
-taxable Returns 
B. Percentage Distribution: 
All Returns 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25.000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 




U d e r  $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10.000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
mAL 
-taxable returna a s  
Percent of All &turns 
* Less than .05 percent. 
-a/ Full-year and part-year resident returns. 
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TABLE 7. 
RESIDQTl' 
(XXORADO INDIVIIXIAL INCCME TAX 
- INCU4E TAX LIABILITIES 
FISCAL YEAR 1985 
Wjus ted  Gross 
Income Classes  
Gross 
Normal 
Tax a /  
Income 
Tax 









L i a b i l i t y  
A. W e y  Amounts i n  Thousands of kllars:  
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $  5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10.000 - $ 15.000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
B. Percentage Dis t r ibu t ion  by Imane: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5 , 0 0 0 - $  10.000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15.000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
C. Percentage Dis t r ibu t ion  by Type of  Tax: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15.000 
$ 15,000 - $ m,mo 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50.000 
$ 50,000 - $100.000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
* Less than -05 percent  
-a / Net taxable  income mult ipl ied by r a t e  s t r u c t u r e  
-b/ Cred i t s  i n  excess  o f  normal t a x  
~&-8, mLQRADO INDIVIDUAL 1- TAX 
R E S I D W  RFIURNS - CLASSIFIED BY FILING STAWS 
FISCAL YEW 1985 
Sirqle &turns Joint kturns Married-Separate &turns 
Wiusted Gross NuAlber of Net @kxm~l Nunber of Net Normal N u b r  of Net Normal - 
In- Classes Returns Tax Returns Tax Returns ' h x  
A. h e y  Amunts in Thousands of bllars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ Z0,oOO - $ 25,aoO 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35.000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,ooO - $100.000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
Under $ 3.000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15.000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
lUTAL 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3.000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15.000 
$ 15.000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20.000 - $ 25.000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50.000 - $100.000 
$100,000 and aver 
'POTAL 
B. Percentage Distribution: 
C. Average mllar Amount Per kturn: 
Less than -05 percent 
'IIABLE 9. m m m  INDIVIDUAL INCCME TAX 
FE'SIDIW' REXUfUJS - CIASSIFIED BY TYPE OF RElUW 
FISCAL YEAR 1985 
l'hble/Standard Returns Itemized Returns 
Nundxr Ad justed Net Number Ad justed Net 
Adjusted Gross of Gross Normal of Gross Nornral 
Inccme Classes Returns Incane Tax Returns Inmme Tax 
A. b n e y  Amounts in  Thousands of Dollars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000- $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10.000 - $ 15,000 
$ l5,ooO - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100.000 
$100,000 and w e r  
TOTAL 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $  5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000- $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$35,000 - $50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100.000 
$100,000 and w e r  
m A L  
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3.000 - $  5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10.000 - $ l5.000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
mAL 
B. Percentage Distr ibutim: 
C. Average Dollar Amount Per Return: 
Less than .05 percent. 
TABLE 10. a3IDm INDIVIWAL INCCME TAX 

RESIDW RFIUIWS - NUMBER UASSLFIED BY SIZE OF fKUSEWLDG 

FISCAL YEAR 1085 

Size of Household 
M justed Gross We Two Three Four Five o r  Total 
Income Classes Person Persons Persons Persons M r e  Households 
A. Ncnnber of Returns: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15.000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
m 
B. Percentage Distribution by Income Classes: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $  5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10,000 - 115,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50.000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
m 
C. Percentage Distribution by Size of Household: 
TABLE 11. 03LORADO INDIVIDUAL IN(IME TAX 

RESIDENT RE3UWS - ADXISITQ GKES INCCME UASIFIED BY SIZE OF HOUSl332LD 

FISCAL YEAR 1985 

Size of Household 
Pdjusted Gross h e  lk Three Four Five or Total 
Income Classes Person Persons Persons Persons M r e  Hcuseholds 
A. Emey Amounts in Thousands of Dollars: 

Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15.000 
$ 15.000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100.000 
$100,000 and w e r  
m A L  
9. Percentage Distribution by Income Classes: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5.000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
C. Percentage Distribution by Size of Flousehold: 

Under $ 3,000 
$ 3.000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10.000 - $ 15.000 
$ 15.000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50.000 
$ 50,000 - $100.000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
TABLE 12. COI1)RADO INDIVIUJAL INaME TAX 
RESIDENT RFNRNS - NE2 N3FMAL TAX LIABILITY BY SIZE OF F1WSETDD 
FISCAL YEAR 1985 
Size of Household 
Wjusted Gross h e  llro Three Four Five or Total 
Incane Classes Person Persons Persons Per sons More Households 
A. Mcney Amounts in Thousands of Ibllars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000-$ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25.000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000-$10,000 
$ l0,OOO - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5.000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
B. Percentage Distribution by Income Classes: 
C. Percentage Distribution by Size of Hcusehold: 
Less than .05 prcent. 
TABLE 13. Q)LORADO INDIVIDUAL INCCME TAX 
RESIDENT RETURNS - CLASSIFIED BY TYPE OF 
FISCAL YEAR 1985 
Wjusted Gross 
I m m e  Classes Noml 
Type of Ekemptions 
Old 






Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 

Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
WTAL 

Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000-$ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
WTAL 

A. Number of Ekemptions : 
Number of Returns: 

C. Average Exemption Per Return: 

Value o f  Average 
Adjusted Gross Credits  Percentage Dis t  . Percentage Dis t .  Value o f  
Income Classes  Number ($000) o f  # o f  Wturns Value o f  Credits  Credit 
Under $ 3,000 44,502 $13,134 93.5 92.9 $295.13 
$100,000 and over 0 0 0 . 0  
lWl'AL 47,583 $14,145 100.0 
-a/  Full-year returns 
TABLE 15. 03U)RADO INDIVIDUAL INCCHE TAX 
RESIDW FZXVWS - WITH STATE TAX LIABILITY AND KJFEDERAL TAX 
FISCAL YEAR 1985 
A l l  Returns Itemized Returns ~able/Standard Returns 
N e t  Net Net 
Mjusted Gross Norm1 Normal N o m l  
Income Classes Number Tax N h r  Tax Number Tax 
A. h e y  h u n t s  in ?housands of Dollars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,OO - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 

B. Percentage Distribution: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
C. Average Net Pbml Tax Per Return: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $  5.000 
$ 5,000-$10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
To?aL 
* Less than .05 percent 
l W 3 E  16. (33LDRACO INDIVIDUAL WEME TAX 
RESIDWT FEIUWs - VALUE OF EXE?Pl'IONS, DECiJCTIONS AND NET TAXABLE INCO-lE 
FISCAL YEAR 1985 
- --- 
Value of Exemptims and Deductions 
Pd justed Federal A n ~ u n t  Amxmt Net 
Adjusted Gross Gross Persorial Standard Itemized Tax in Excess Deducted Taxable 
Income Classes Income Exemptions Deductions Deductions Deductions Total £ran AGI In- of AGI a/ 
A. Money Amounts in Thousands of Dollars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000- $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 1 5 , m  
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 




Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and we r  
TOTAL 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
WAL 
B. Percent Distribution by Income Classes: 
Distribution as Percent of Pdjusted Gross Inccme: 
Less than -05 percent. 
a/  'Ibtal exemptions and dductions on mntaxable returns and taxable combined mrried separate returns on which one spouse was taxable and the - 
other nmtaxable . 
TABLE 17. ~ ~ R A D O  TAXINDIVIDUAL DK!XE 
RESIDW RFRlRNS - UASSIFIED BY NUMBEX OF ITlNIZED DEDUCI'I6JS 
FISCAL YEAR 1985 
Adjusted Gross 
Income Classes 
Urder $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 andover 
Tul'AL 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
m A L  
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
mAL 
Real General Hane Other A l l  &turns 
Medical Estate Sales Other Interest  Interest  Other With Itemized 
Ekpense Tax Tax Taxes m n s e  Expense Ccntributions Wuct ions  Deduct ions 
A. Total Number of Returns: 
B. Percentage Distribution by Income Classes: 
~C. Percentage Distribution by of Muct ion:  
TABLE 18. 03U3fWXl INDIVIUJAL INCCPIE TAX 

R F S I r n  REzmNs - (ILASSIFIED BY VALUE OF IrnIZED DECUCrI6JS 





Uder $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
m A L ,  
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and aver 
Tm?a 
Real General Home Other A l l  Returns 
Medical Estate Sales Other Interest Interest Other With Itemized 
Expense Tax PIX Taxes Expense m n s e  Crntributions Deductions Deductions 
A. Money Values in Thousands of Dollars: 
B. Percentage Distribution by Income Classes: 
C. Percentage Distribution by Qpe of Deduction: 
TABLE 19. 03L13RACO INDIVIDUAL INCWME TAX 
RESIDrn RFNIWS - WMFXR CLASSIE'IED W SomCF, OF IN-





Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000- $ 10.000 
$ 10.000 - $ 15.000 
$ 15,000- $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35.000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000- $ 20,000 
$ 20,000- $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50.000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and wer 
TOTAL 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5.000-$10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000- $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 andover 
TOTAL 
NLmrber of wage Net Froperty Incune a/ Business Income ! h rm Illcome Other 
Returns Income Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative Inanne 
A. Total Number of Returns Reporting In- by Source: 
B. Percentage Distribution by Income Classes: 

C. Percentage Distribution by Source of Income: 

-a/ Net property in- includes interest, dividends, rents, royalties, capital gains, and taxable pension and annuity imcme. 
Adjusted Gross Wage Net Property Incane p/ Business Inccme Farm Income Other 

Inccee Classes Inmme Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative Income 

A. kney arrnunts in Thousands of Collars: 
Under $ 3,000 

$ 3,000- $ 5,000 

$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 

$ 10,000- $ 15,000 

$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 

$ 20,000- $ 25,000 

$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 

$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 

$ 50,000 - $100,000 

$100,000 and over 

mAL 
B. Percentage Distribution by In- Classes: 

P 
P Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $  5,000 

$ 5,000 - $ l0,ooo 

$ 10,000- $ 15,000 

$ 1 5 , m  - $ 20,000 

$ 20,000- $ 25,000 

$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 

$35,000 - $50,000 

$ 50,000 - $100,000 

$100,000 and ewer 

m A L  
C. Percentage Distribution by Source of Income: 

Under $ 3,000 

$ 3,000 - $  5,000 

$ 5,000- $ 10.000 

$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 

$ 15,000- $ 20,000 

$ 20,000- $ 25,000 

$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 

$ 35,000 - $50,000 

$ 50,000 - $100,000 

$100,000 and cver 

m A L  
-a/ "Colorado Inaxe" differs £ran Colorado adjusted gross income due to: 1) Federal adjustments as sick Pay: 2) Colorado difications such as tax 
exempt interest; and 3) the treatment of negative income as zero for Colorado adjusted gross income. 
b/- Property in- ccnsists of interest, dividends, capital gains, rents, royalties. annuities imzxnc?, and partnership inme. a d  pensi~~ 

'I'ABLE 21. OlLDRRW INDIVIWAL DICEME TAX 
RESIDENT FZIVRlE -- CV\SSIFIED 13Y SOURm OF 


















Rents and Other 
Property h m m e  a/ 
Pcsitive Negative 
A. kney Income in Thousands of Dollars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000- $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10.000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15.000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35.000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50.000 - $100.000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
B. Percentage Distribution by I n m e  Classes: 
cn 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000- $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15.000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$35.000 - $50.000 
$ 50;000 - $100;000 
$100,000 and wer 
TOTAL 
C. Percentage Distribution by T y p  of Income: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000- $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000- $ 50.000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and wer 
TOTAL 
-a/ Includes rents, royalties, pensions, annuities. 
A l l  Wturns Wjusted Gross Lnmnae Net Normal lax Federal 'hi 
Percent Percent Average Percent Average Percent Averaqe 
Dis t r i - h u n t  D i s t r i - Per Amount Dis t r i - Per h u n t  Dis t r i - Per 
M j o r  Planning R e g i m  but ion ($000) butim Return ($000) bution Return ($000) b u t i m  Return 
Regim 1 - South P l a t t e  Val ley 1.9 $ 454,886 1.5 $16,776 $ 12,249 1 . 5  $452 $ 56.094 1.3 
Ftegia~2 - Northern Front Fbnge 8.4 2,277,730 7.7 19,462 60,428 7.3 516 281,749 6.7 
m i o n  3 - Ilenver Metropolitan 57.2 19,132,946 64.5 23,896 552,075 66.6 690 2,833,533 67.9 
Region 4 - Pikes Peak 10.0 2,767,676 9.3 19,672 71.553 8.6 509 371.149 8.9 
Region 5 - High P l a i n s  0.6 164,225 0.6 18,272 4,467 0.5 497 20,540 0.5
mim 6 - Iimer Arkansas Valley 1.4 290,890 1.0 14,978 7,872 0.9 405 35,006 0.8 
m i o n  7 - Spanish Peaks 3.9 845,474 2.8 15,444 22,362 2.7 408 102.965 2.5 
R q i o n  8 - San Luis Valley 1.0 189,661 0.6 13,232 4,701 0.6 328 20,917 0.5 
Pegion 9 - San Jm Basin 1.5 344,514 1.2 16,398 8,271 1.0 394 39,852 1.0 
Regim 10 - Black Canyon 1.8 353,864 1.2 14,336 8,472 1.0 343 41,993 1.0 
kgim 11- Plateau 3.7 960,372 3.2 18,713 25,506 3.1 497 114,054 2.7 
m i o n  12 - t h r t h e r n  P b m t a i n s  2.2 641,418 2.2 21,050 18,123 2.2 595 94,480 2.3 
kgim 1 3  - Upper Arkansas Valley 33,394 0.8 
S t a t e  mtal $4,045,726 96.9 
kgim 14 - (Xt o f  S t a t e  g/ 
m t a l  
-a/ N l - y e a r  and part-year r e s i d e n t s  res id ing  c u t  of state. 
&gim 1 - South P l a t t e  Valley Logan, Morgan, m i l l i p s ,  Sedqwick, Washington, Y m .  

m i o n  2 - Northern Front w e  Larimcr, Weld. 

Region 3 - Denver Metropolitan Pd-, A r m - ,  Boulder, Clear  Creek, Denver, Couglas, Gilpin,  Je f fe r son .  

*ion 4 - Pikes Pezik El Paso, Park, T e l l e r .  

m i o n  5 - High P la ins  Cheyenne, E lber t ,  Ki t  Car-, Lincoln. 

Begion 6 - her Arkansas Valley he,Writ, Cnmley, Kiowa, Otero, Prwers. 

Region 7 - m i s h  Peaks Huerfano, L a w  Animas, Pueblo. 

m i o n  8 - San &uis * V a l l e y  Ale%a;PM, Chejos, C o s t i l l a ,  Mineral, Rio Grande. Swathe. 

&qim 9 - San Jlw Basin Archuleta, Ib lo res ,  La P la ta ,  H D n t e z m ,  San Juan. 

-ion 10 - Black Canyon Delta, Gunnison, Hinsdale, Pbntrose, Ouray, San Miguel. 

Ebqion ll - Plateau Garf ie ld ,  M a ,  M f f a t ,  Rio Blanm. 

M i o n  12 - Mxthern Wxntain Eagle, Grand, Jackson, P i tk in ,  I b u t t ,  Sununit. 

Region 13 - mr Arkansas Valley Chaffee, Cuater,  Fremcllt, Lake. 

Region 14 - (M of S t a t e  F u l l y e a r  and p a r t y e a r  r e s i d e n t s  res id ing  c u t  of s t a t e .  

TABLE 23. COLDRADO INDIVIWAL It- TAX 
F3SIDENT l7EIURNS -- CLASSIFIED BY EWOR PLANNING REGIONS 
FISCAL YEAR 1985 
Adjusted Gross 
Income Classes 
Regicn 1 - South Platte Valley 
Number Adjusted Net 
of Gross Normal Federal 
Returns Income 'hx Tax 
Region 2 - lbrthern Front Range 
Number Adjusted Net 
of Gross Normal Federal 
Returns Income ' h x  'hx 
Region 3 - Denver Metropolitan 
Number Ad justed Net 
of Gross Normal Federal 
Returns Incame 'hx Tax 
A. Money A m t s  in Thousands of Lbllars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10.000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000- $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL, 
B. Percentage Distribution: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000- $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000- $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000- $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
C. Average Lbllar Amount Per Return: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000- $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50.000 - $100,000 
$100,000 a d  over 
TOTAL, 
* Less than -05 percent 
























Wgim 6 - Lower Arkansas Valley 
NcmtRr Pdjusted Net 
of Gross W r m l  Federal 
Returns Incarne Tax Tax 
A. Ibney Ammts in T h o u ~ s  of Dollars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3.000 - $  5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ l0,mO - $ 15,000 
$ 15.000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35.000 - $ 50.000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100.000 a d  over 























B. Percentage Distribution: 
P 
a Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000- $ 5.000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ l0,oOO - $ 15,000 
$ l 5 , m  - $ 20,000 
$ 20,mO - $ 25,000 
$25,000 - 8 35,000 
$ 35,000 - 8 50,000 
$ 50,000 - b 0 0 , m  
$100,000 a d  over 
nYrAL 
C. Average Oallar Amxlnt Per Retufn: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10.000 - $ 15,000 
$15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,a)O 
$ 25.000 - $35,000 
$ 35.000 - $ 50,axl 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
mnt 
TABLE 23 (continued). -RAW INDIVIDUAL INaME TAX 
KESIDW RENWS -- CXASSWIED BY MAJOR PIANNING REX;IONS 
FISCAL YEW 1985 
Region 7 - Spanish Peaks Region 8 - San Luis Valley Region 9 - San Juan Basin 
N u m b e r  M j u s t e d  Net Nunker M j u s t e d  N e t  Number M j u s t e d  N e t  
M j u s t e d  Gross o f  Gross Normal Federal o f  Gross Nornu1 Federal of Gross N o m l  Federal 
Inccme Classes  Returns Incane W x  Tax Returns Income Tax Tax Returns Income W x  Tax 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35.000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and wer 
TOTAL 
P 
CD Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5 , o o o - $ 1 0 , 0 0 0  
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50.000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ l5 ,ooo 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ so,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100.000 and over 
TOTAL 
A. Money Amounts i n  Thousands of Dollars: 
B. Percentage Distr ibut ion:  
C. Average Dollar Amount Per Return: 
Less than .05 percent 
** Less than $1 
TABLE 23 (continuer]). U3LORADO INDIVIDUAL lKSE TAX 

RESIDEWT l?2xmNs-- UASSLFIED BY MAJOR PLAlPNING REGIrn 

FISCAL WAR 1985 

Region 10 - Black Canyon Region 11 - Plataeu Region 12 - Northern b u n t a i n  
N-r Wius ted  Net Number Wiueted Net Nmbr Pdjusted N e t  
M justed Gross o f  &oss kmmal Federal of Gross Normal Federal of ~ i o s s  Mrmal Federal 
1- Classes  Returns Income 'hx R x  Returns Income Tax Tax Returns Income Tax Tax 
A. Money Frnounts i n  Thousands of Dollars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and wer 
TXAL 
B. Percentage Distr ibut ion:  
Cn 
0 Under $ 3,000 
$ 3 , 0 0 0 - $  5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $50,000 
$50,000 - ~ 0 0 , 0 0 0  
$100,000 and mer 
m 
C. Average Dollar Amun t  Per Return: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3.000 - $ 5,OQO 
$ 5,000 - $10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ l5,ooO 
$ 15,000 - $, 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - h 0 0 , 0 0 0  
$100,000 and over 
m A L  
61.%8 2,011 10,829 
173,941 6,456 54,941 
$14,336mm 
60,354 
216, '372 $ 
1,948 10,413 
7,788 70,212 m ~ 
TABLE 23 (cont inued ) . aXLXWX3 INDIVICUAL INaME TAX 
FtESIDENT R!3IUWS -- CIASSIFIED BY MAJOR mANNING REGIONS 
FISCAL YEAR 1985 
Region 13 - Upper Arkansas Val ley  Region 14 - Out o f  S t a t e  a /  l 'b ta l  - A l l  b s i d e n t  Returns  
Eumber M j u s t e d  N e t  Number M j u s t e d  N e t  W r  Adjusted Net 
M j u s t e d  Gross  o f  Gross Norrrral Federa l  o f  Gross N o m l  Federa l  o f  Gross Normal Federa l  
Income C l a s s e s  Returns  Income Tax Tax Returns  Income Tax Tax Returns  Income lax Tax 
A. Money Amounts i n  Thousands o f  Dollars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,OOG 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 




Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15.000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and wer 
TOTAL 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over  
TOTAL 
B. Percentage  D i s t r i b u t i o n :  
C. Average Dollar Amount Per  Return: 
Less t han  .05 pe rcen t  
a /  Full-year and p r t - y e a r  r e s i d e n t s  r e s i d i n g  o u t  o f  s t a t e .  - 
All Returns Adjusted Gross Inoome Net Nornral 'Pax Federal Tax 
Percent Percent Average- Percent Average Percent Average-
bhaber D i s t x i - Amour& Dietri- Per Arnotnlt ~ i s t r i - BX- A m m t  Distri- Per 














&st  of State 
State Total 
Out of State 
'lmr?tL 
TABLE 25. (33LORAW INDMIJJAL 1- TAX RFNRNS 
RESIDW lU3URNS - CLASSIFIED BY W O R  ClUNl'ICS 
FISCAL YEAR 1985 
Denver Je f fe r son  Arapahoe 
Number  M j u s t e d  N e t  N&r M j u s t e d  Net N u h r  Mjus ted  N e t  
M j u s t e d  Gross of Gross N o m l  Federal of Gross N o m l  Federal of Gross N o m l  Federal 
In- Classes  k t u r n s  Income l h x  x Returns Income Tax Tax Returns Income Tax %x 
A. Money Amounts i n  Thousands of Dollars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
m A L  
ul 
C3 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and wer 
m A L  
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25.000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50.000 - $100,ooo 
$100,000 and over 
m A L  
B. Percentage Distr ibut ion:  
C. Average Ibllar Amount Per Return: 
Less than .05 percent.  
TMhE 25 (OXI'INLJED). a)LORAtD INDIVIDUAL IN03EB TAX RFIURNS 
RESIDENT RJTllIWS - UASSLFIED BY WOR CXMI'IES 
FISCAL YW\R 1985 
Boulder Mams Denver k t r o  Area 
Nuher Wjusted N e t  Nuniter Miusted N e t  Number Mjusted N e t  
Mjusted Gross of ~ r o s s  Norm1 Federal of Gross Normal Federal of G&S Norm1 F d e r a l  
Income Classes Returns Income Tax Tax Returns Income Tax Tax Returns Income Tax Tax 
A. Pbey Amunts i n  Thousands of Dollars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$35,000 - $50,000 
$50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
mAL 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5.000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15.000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TdAL 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3.000- $ 5.000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
6. Percentage Distribution: 
C. Average Dollar Amunt Per Return: 
Iess than .05 percent. 
8 
TABLE 25 (CD~INUED). CDJBRAIX) INL)IVIDUAL INC(I*IE TAX RFRTRNS 
RESIDEm RFIURUS - CL4sSIFIrn BY WOR m 1 E S  
FISCAL 1985 
Adjusted G r o s s  




E l  Paso 
Wjus ted  Net 

















W justed Net 




A. Money Amounts i n  Thousands of Dollars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3.000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5.000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
B. Percentage Distr ibut ion:  
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50.000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
C.  Average Dollar m u n t  Per Return: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
* Less than -05 p r c e n t  . 
** kss  t h a n  $1. 
TABLE 25 ( ~ 1 ~ ) .  CDLOWIDO INDIVIIXIAL TAX REIURNS 
RESIDENT F33WWS - CLASSIFIED BY MAJOR OXMTIES 
FISCAL YERR 1985 
Ten Ptajor Camties 
M justed Net 
Weld Mesa 
Nmker Adjusted Net Number Pdjusted Net 






G ~ S S  Normal 
Incaw Tax 
F d e r a l  
Tax Returns Income Tax x Returns Incane Tax Tax 
A. Marey Amounts in Thousands of Dollars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3.000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5.000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20.000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$35.000 - $ M1000 
$50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
'IwmLJ 
B. Percentage Distribution: 
Unckr $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15.000 
$15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100.000 
$100,000 and over 
'Kn'AL 
C. Average Dollar Aarxrnt Per &turn: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5.000 
$ 5.000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15.000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25.000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35.000 - $ so,000 
$50,000 - $l00,ooO 
$100.000 and over 
m A L  
Lgg than .05 percent. 
** Less than $1. 
TAatE 25 ( 0 3 N T m ) .  aXCWUKl INDMWAL INaEIE TAX RENRNS 
R E S I D W  - CLASSIFIED BY MRJOR UXJSTIES 
FISCAL YEAR 1985 
%st  of State State l b t a l  l b t a l  -- A l l  Ilesident Returns 
Number Fdjusted Net Number Fdjusted Net N W r  Pdjusted Net 
Pdjusted Gross of Gross Normal Federal of Gross Normal Federal of Gross Normal Federal 
Income Classes Returns Income Tax Tax Returns Inccme Tax Tax Returns Income W Tax 
A. Money Amunts in Thousands of Collars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and w e r  
TOTAL 
cn B. Percentage Distribution: 
4 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and w e r  
TOTAL 
Average Dollar Atmunt Per %turn: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
-a / Full-year and part-year residents residing out of state.  
TABLE 26. 03U3RADO INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX ICIURNS 
RFSIDWP RCRIRNS - NUMBER, Aa3USTED GEIDGS INCOME, NFP N D m TAX 
AND FEDERAL TAX (ZASSIFIED BY CITIES WITH POFULATION CNER 20,000 
FISCAL YEAR 1985 
A l l  %turns  Adjusted Gross Income N e t  Normal Tax Federa l  T& 
Percent  Percent  Average Percent Average Percen t  Average 
Number D i s t r i - Fumunt D i s t r i - Per  Amount D i s t r i - Per  Amxlnt D i s t r i - Per 
b u t  ion  ($ooo) b u t i o n  Return ($000) b u t i o n  Return ($ooo) b u t i m  Return 
C i t i e s  Ranked ty 
NLrmber of  T& 
Returns g/ 
Denver 






Li  t t l e t o n  
F o r t  C o l l i n s  
Englewood 
bmt 
Grand J u n c t i o n  
Greeley 
Westminster 




Nor thg  lenn  
1 9  C i t i e s  
Rest of  S t a t e  b/ 
S t a t e  T o t a l  
ht of S t a t e  4 
lwrAr.4 
a/ C i t i e s  i d e n t i f i e d  by t a x p a y e r ' s  mailing address  on  t a x  r e t u r n s .  -
b/ Includes a l l  cities wi th  p p u l a t i o n  o f  less than 20,000 and r u r a l  a reas .-
c/ EU1-year and part-year r e s i d e n t s  r e s i d i n g  o u t  of  s t a t e .-
TABLE 27. CDLORADO INDIVIDUAL INa3.ETAX RFIURNS 
RESIDENT FETUWS - UASSIFIED BY CITIES 
WITH FOKJ'IATION OVER 20,000 
















Adjusted N e t  
Gross N o m l  












A. Yoney Amounts in Thousands of Dollars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and w e r  
'IwrAL 
B. Percentage Distribution: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and w e r  
TOTAL 
C. Average Dollar Amount Per Return: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000- $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ so,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
mAL 
* Less than .O5 percent. 
TABLE 27 (CDNPINUED) . WLORAJY3 INDIVIUJAL WCCME TAX RFRlKNS 
RFSIDm RE!KWJS - CUSSIFIED BY CITIES 
WITH rnrnTION OVER 20,000 
FISCAL YERR 1985 
Lakewood Pueblo 
Pd justed Net Number Mjusted Net 
Boulder 
Number Pdjusted N e t  
of Gross N o m l  








~ r o s s  Normal Federal of ~ r o s s  Normal 
Income l a x  Tax Returns Inctnrv? Tax 
Federal 
Tax 
A. h e y  Amounts i n  Thousands of Ibllars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000- $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
B. Percentage Distribution: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and w e r  
n7mL 
C. Average Ibllar Amount Per Return: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3.000 - $  5,000 
$ 5,000 - 6 10,000 
$ l0,OOO - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and w e r  
mAL 
~p p
Less than .05 percent. 
** L e s s  than $1. 
TABLE 27 (CONTINUED). aXLXAD0 INDIVIDUAL War= TAX RFNHNS 
RESIDENT RFRlIWS - CUSIFIED BY CITIES 
WI?H PDRILATION OVER 20,000 
FISCAL YEAR 1985 
Arvada Fort Coll ins Li t t le ton  
hunker W justed N e t  Nunber Pdjusted Net Number Pdjusted N e t  
Adjusted Gross of Gross f b m l  Federal of Gross fbrmal Federal of Gross Mnnal Federal 
In- Classes Returns Inccme Tax ' h x  Returns Incane l'hx Tax Returns Incane Tax Tax 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3 ,000 -  $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and m e r  
m A L  
m 
w 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5.000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10.000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and w e r  
m 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10.000 - $ 15.000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20.000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,,00 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50.000 
$ 50.000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and w e r  
r n A L  
A. ~Yoney Amounts i n  Thousands of Lbllars: 
B. Percentage D i s t r i bu t im:  
C. Average Lbllar Amount Per Return: 
Les- than -05 percent. 
TABLE 27 (CDNTINUED). aXBRADO INDIVICUAL ILJ03ME TAX RETURNS 
RESIDENT REPVtF3S - CfA!%IFIED BY CITIES 
W I T H  PORRATION OVER 20,000 
FISCAL YEAR 1985 
hgl€wo3 Grand Junction Greeley 
M r Adjusted Net Number Adjusted Net Number Adiusted Net 
Adjusted Gross of Gross Normil Federal of Gross N o m l  Federal of ~ i o s s  Normil Federal 
Incame Classes Returns In- Tax Tax Returns In- Tax Tax Returns In- Tax Tax 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3.000-$ 5,000 
$ 5.000 - S 10.000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15.000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$50.000 - $100,000 




Under $ 3,000 
$ 3.000 - $  5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10.000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35.000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and w e r  
m 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000- $ 5.000 
$ 5,000-S 10.000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15.000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100.000 
$100,000 and over 
m A L  
Money Amunts in Thousands of Dollars: 
B. Percentage Distribution: 
C. Average Dollar Amunt Per Return: 
- - 
I e s  than .05 percent. 
" Less than $1. 
TABLE 27 (03NTINUED). a3UXACO INDIVIDUAL INClCME TAX RFIURNS 
RESIDENT RETURE - CIASSIFIED BY CITIES 
WITH PORlLATION OVER 20,000 
FISCAL YEAR 1985 
Longnr>nt Westminster L o v e l d  - 
N W r  Wjusted Net Num-&r W justed Net Nu*r Adjusted Net 
M justed Gross of Gross Normal Federal of Gross M m l  Federal of Gross Normal Federal 
Incune Classes Returns Incune Tax Tax Returns Incune Tax Tax Returns I n c a e  Tax Tax 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 d over 
m To?aL 
G, 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 1 5 , m  - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and w e r  
TOTAL 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000- $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,mo 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25.000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TOTAL 
A. Momy Amounts in Thousands of Dollars: 
B. Percentage Distribution: 
C. Average Dollar Amount Per Return: 
Less than -05 percent. 
**  Less than $1. 
TABLE 27 (CXX?l'INUED) . CDLORADO INDIVIUJAL INCCME TAX RFRIRNS 
RESIDm RETUIWS - CIASSIFIED BY CITIES 
WITH m m m m  OVER 20.000 
FISCAL YE4R 1985 
Brcanf ield l b r n t o n  Wheat Ridge 
N u h r  Miusted Net N u h r  Miusted Net N&r Adiusted Net 
Mjusted Gross of GGosa MJml Federal of G~OSS MJml Federal of G;OSS MJrmal Federal 
Inoaoe Classes Returns I m  l kx  Tax Returns Incane %x ' h x  Returns Income Tax %x 
A. Money Amounts in Thousands of mllars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3.000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15.000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20.000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35.000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100.000 




Under $ 3,000 
$ 3.000 - $  5.000 
$ 5.000 - $ 10,000 
$ 10.000 - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20.000 - $ 2S.000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$50,ooo - $100,000 
$100.000 and over 
TOTAL 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3.000 - $ 5.000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ l0,ooO - $ l5,ooO 
$15,ooo - $ 20,ooo 
$ 20,000 - $ 25.000 
$ 25.000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
'IDTAL 
8. Percentage Distributicm: 
C. Average m l l a r  Amount Per Return: 












N u ~ r  
of 
Returns 















A. M e y  Amxlnts i n  Thousands of Dollars: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ l0,ooo - $ 15,000 
$15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $35,000 
$35,000 - $50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and aver 
mAL 
B. Percentage Distributicn: 
Under $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 1 0 , m  - $ 15,000 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 
$20,000 - $25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TWrAL 
C. Average Dollar Amxlnt Per Return: 
Wer $ 3,000 
$ 3,000 - $ 5.000 
$ 5,000 - $ 10.000 
$ 10.000 - $ 15,000 
$15,000 - $ 20,000 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 
$ 50,000 - $100,000 
$100,000 and over 
TWrAL 
-a/ Incllldes c i t i e s  wi th  less  than 20,000 p l a t i c n  and rural areas. 




This stlldy was based on a sample of tax returns filed during fiscal year 

1985. Tax returns within the scope of the study consisted primarily of 1984 

returns but did contain approximately 1,500 returns from the 1983 tax year. 

The study focused on the distribution of income and tax liability by 

income size and major planning region of the state. Therefore, a stratified 

random sample was designed consisting of 13 income strata and 15 geographic 

regions. The number of regions include the 13 major planning regions as 

defined by the Colorado Department of m a 1  Affairs and two additional regions 

for the purpose of categorizing returns with out-of-state addresses. 

Sampling ratios ranged from 1 :1 to 1 :546. As income levels increase, the 

sampling rate increases and a tax return is more likely to be included within 

the sample. The data base in fiscal year 1985 consisted of 18,408 tax returns. 

Table 8-1 presents the sample size, estimated number of returns in the 

universe, and the statistical reliability of adjusted gross income and net 

normal tax by income class. For example, the sampling error (expressed as the 

standard error of the mean divided by the mean) in the $20,000 to $25,000 

income class was 51/100 of one percent. The implications of this accuracy 

level are that there is a 95% probability that the estimated total adjusted 

gross i n m e  of $2,670 billion in this income class would not differ by more 

than 1.0 percent in either direction. The 95 percent confidence interval 

around the sample value would be $27 million in either direction. 

Table A-2 presents the sample size, estimated nuniber of returns in the 

universe, and the statistical reliability of adjusted gross income and net 

normal tax for the major planning regions. The same statistical inferences as 

discussed above may also be applied to this table. 

The overall sampling error for adjusted gross income was 9/100 of one 

percent and for net normal tax was 40/100 of one percent. The 95 percent 

confidence intervals around the sample values for adjusted gross income and 

net normal tax are $51.4 million and $6.5 million, respectively. 

The sample data were carefully controlled with a series of programmed 

computer checks to eliminate taxpayer and transcriber errors. As a result, it 

is felt that a complete tabulation of all tax returns would not yield 

significantly better data. 

TABLE A-1. STATISTICAL RELIABILITY OF THE 03LORADO INDIVICUAL IXf3E TAX SAMPLE 

Fiscal  Year 1985 

Estimated tdxmber and Dollar Amwnts 
Mjusted Gross Imane N e t  Normal Tax L i a b i l i t y  
Nunker ~unber Dollar -1% ~ o i i a r  sampling
Adjusted Gross i n  of Amount Error Amxlnt Error 
In- Classes Sample Returns ( $ m )  (Percent ) ($000) (Percent ) 
Under $ 3,000 1,224 220,394 $ 254,837 1.10 $ 824 7.30 
$ 3,000 - $ 5,000 600 109,320 426,753 1.57 3,078 1.98 
$ 5 ,000-$10 ,000  1,301 216,739 1,597,842 0.72 23,207 2.99 
$ 10,000 - $ 15,000 1,165 177,355 2,209,562 1.15 45,137 4.27 
$ 15,000 - $ 20,000 1,340 145,177 2,533,509 0.18 61,205 0.94 
$ 20,000 - $ 25,000 1,401 119,071 2,669,827 0.51 70,456 1.39 
$ 25,000 - $ 35,000 2,662 186,105 5,494,258 0.11 156,572 1.45 
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 2,701 155,377 6,448,565 0.26 195,765 0.61 
$ S0,OOO - $100,000 2,445 87,351 5,548,419 0.44 184,949 0.25 
$100,000 and over 3,569 13,787 2,769,007 0.83 1.16- -
lwrALA 18,408 1,430,676 $29,952,580 0.09 $838,000 0.40 
TABLE A-2. STATI~ICAL RELIABILITY OF THE a3IBRADO INDIVIIXIAL LNOXE TAX SPMPLE 

BY PIASOR W I N G  REGICN a/
-
Fiscal Year 1985 

Ektimted Number and Dollar Amunts 
Adjusted Grms 1- Net Normal Tax 
Number Number Do1 lar Sanpling ~ollar Sampling 
in of Am~unt Error Amxlnt Error 
Major Planning Regions sample Returns ~$ooO) (Percent) ($m) (Percent) 
South Platte Valley 













San his Valley 















-a/ See Table 22 for counties within mch planning regim. 
A. BASIC INFORMATION 

I Tax form . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

2 C l t ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

3 Flllng status . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

4 Res~dencecode . . . . . . . . . . . .  

5.  Tvpr of return . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

8. EXEMPTIONS 
1. Regular m d  drprndent . . . . . . . .  

2 Old ago. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

3 8l1nd or retarded . . . . . . . . . . . .  

4 TOTAL EXEMPTIONS. . . . . . . .  

C. SOURCES OF INCOME 

1 Wages and salar~es. . . . . . . . . . .  

2 Interest income . . . . . . . . . .  

3 Dl,ldend lncome . . . . . . . . . . .  

4 Tax refund . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

5 auslness income. . . . . . . . . .  

6 . . . . . . . . . . 
Capital ga~nr l l o~es  
7 Pension annultv. SSI . . . . . .  
8. Rents. rovalt~es, etc.. . . . . . .  

3 Farm ~ncome. . . . . . . . .  

10 Otner lncomr . . . . . . .  . . 

1 1  TOTAL INCOME. . . . . 

12 Federal adiustmenn . . . . . . .  

13. FEDERAL AGI.  . . . . . . . . . . . .  

D. MODIFICATIONS & COLORADO AGI 
1. Two esrnrr.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

2. PERA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

3 Othrr additions . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

4 US. Gov't. ~nterrst.  . . . . . . .  

5. Pens~on~annulty.. . . . . . . . . . . .  

6. lncomr tar refund . . . . . . . . . .  
7 Ch~ldcare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
8 Colorado merest. . . . . . . . . .  
9 Colorado d~v~dend . . . . . . . . . . .  

10 Other subtractions . . . . . . . . . .  

1 1  TOTAL SUBTRACTIONS. . . .  

12. COLORADO AGI . . . . . . . . .  

E. AGI, DEDUCTIONS & TAX 
1 AGI . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2 ltem~zed/standard . . . . . .  
3. Federal tar deduction . . . . .  
4 Exempt~on value . . 
5. NET TAXABLE INCOME. . . . .  
6 Tax I~abtllW . . . . . . . . .  




TRANSCRIPTION WORKSHEET 1 

RESEARCH AND STATISTICS SECTION 

F. ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS 
1 Medlcal 
2 Starc & local taxes 
3 Real estate 
4 General sales 
5 Other taxes 
6 Interes* exoense 
a Home mortgage 
b Othe* Interest 
7 Contr~butlons 

8 Casualtv los~,m~scallaneous 

g TOTAL FEDERAL  OED 

10 Less State local tdxes 

1 I TOTAL COLORAOO OED 

G. TAX 
1 Normal ' a *  
2 Surtax 

3 TOTAL TAX LIABILITY 

H. CREDITS 




3 Energvi lO4CR 

4 TOTAL CREDITS 

I .  ENERGY1104 CR 
1 Taxes oa~d orner rrale 
2. New buwess fac~l~t les 
3. Energv conservat~on 

4 Renewaole enerqv source 

5 Comm Ind Aq enerqv cred~t 

6 Investment credlt 

7 InresIment recap 

8 Crop ur Itveslock -r%Itt 

9 lnventorv 
10 Emploved hdnd~capped 
J. NET TAX & PAYMENTS 
I NET TAX LIABILITY 
2 W~thhold~ng 




5 Balance due 







1 Trans 2 Prep 
Date: 




TRANSCRIPTION WORKSHEET 2 

RESEARCH AND STATISTICS SECTION 
-
B.S. EXEMPTIONS D.S. MODlFlCATlONS & COLORADO AGI 
1 .  Regular and dependent . . . .  1. Two earner . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .2. Old age. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2. PERA 
. . . . . . . .3. Blind or retarded 3. Other additions . . . . . . . . .  
. . .4. TOTAL EXEMPTIONS. 4. U.S. Gov't interest . . . . . . .  
C.S. SOURCES OF INCOME 5. Pensionlannuity . . . . . . . . .  -
. . . . . . .1 .  Wages and salaries. 6. Income tax refund . . . . . . .  
2. Interest income . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .7. Child care. 
3. Dividend income . . . . . . . .  8. Colorado interest . . . . . . . .  
4. Tax refund . . . . . . . . . . . .  9. Colorado dividend . . . . . . .  
5. Business income. . . . . . . . .  10. Other subtractions . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . .6. Capital gainsllosses 11. TOTAL SUBTRACTIONS. . 
7. Pension, annuity. SSI . . . . .  12. COLORADO AGI . . .  : . . .  
8.Rents, royalties, etc.. . . . . .  E.S. AGI, DEDUCTIONS & TAX 
9. Farm income. . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9 . A G I . .  
10. Other ~ncome . . . . . . . . . .  2. Itemized/s?andard . . . . . . .  
11.  TOTAL INCOME. . . . . . . .  3. Federal tax deduction . . . . .  
12. Federal adjustments . . . . . .  4, Exemption value . . . . . . . .  
13. FEDERAL AGI . . . . . . . . .  -- 5. NET TAXABLE INCOME. . 
6. Tax liability . . . . . . . . . . .  
